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What's New? 
The following table is a summary of new features and bugs fixed added in version 5.3: 

1. Cross-Application - New capabilities 

2. Cross-Application - Bug Fixes 

3. Insight Publisher - New capabilities 

4. Insight Publisher - Bug Fixes 

5. Insight Creator - New capabilities 

6. Insight Creator - Bug Fixes 

7. Change Log Viewer - Bug Fixes 

8. IDoc Monitor - Bug Fixes 
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Table 1: Cross-Application - New Capabilities - 

# Feature Description 

1  Custom Send requests reports New custom reports were delivered for send requests: 
Transaction /DCM/SOST – Outgoing send requests 
Transaction /DCM/SOIN – Incoming send requests 
Theses custom reports are supported in Insight 
Creator/Publisher, in contrary to the SAP-standard 
transactions SOIST/SOIN. 

2  File Viewer: Column 
Configuration - Add/Remove 
Columns 

In the File Viewer (/DCM/FILE_VIEW), The column 
configuration screen now supports manual insert/removal of 
columns to adjust changes in the file structure (e.g. when new 
column was added in the middle). 

3  File Viewer: CSV Custom 
Encoding 

In the File Viewer (/DCM/FILE_VIEW), it now possible to 
define CSV file with custom encoding (in addition to the 
standard UTF-8). 

4  Report Variant Values 
(Contents) Report 

New utility report /DCM/REP_VAR_CONT  was introduced to 
display a list of values of all the report variants of a specific 
report. 

5  /DCM/JOBREPORT - Selection 
Screen Date Parameters 

The selection screen of /DCM/JOBREPORT was enhanced with 
additional SELECT-OPTIONS for dates: end date, end time and 
job active in date/time (like in SM37C). 

 

Table 2: Cross-Application - Bug Fixes - 

# Bug 

1  In the File Viewer, in case of an XLSX file whose first cell of the first row was empty, runtime 
error GETWA_NOT_ASSIGNED may occur in method /DCM/CL_DATA_FILE_EXCEL-
>DATA_TABLE_FILL . 
In addition, in case the first cell of a secondary (not the first) row was empty, it could override 
the values of the previous record instead of adding a new line. 

2  In transaction /DCM/TFILE, deletion of File viewer File ID didn’t delete the corresponding column 
configuration. During re-creation of file ID with the same name, the old configuration was still 
available. 
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Table 3: Insight Publisher - New capabilities  - 

# Feature Description 

1  E-Mail/SMS - Add Request GUID 
to Log 

For E-Mail/SMS distribution methods, the send request GUID 
was added to the job log. 

2  Monitor - Selection Screen Date 
Parameters 

The selection screen of the Publisher monitor was enhanced 
with additional SELECT-OPTIONS: start/end date/time of last 
executed job. 

3  Monitor – New columns: 
Last Execution Data, Count 

In the monitor, when checkbox Execution data is set, new 
column of last execution date was added. 
The data is taken from the Publisher log 
(/DCM/PUBLISHER_LOG). 
In addition, Count column was added. 

4  Split By Field Value - Support 
Multiple Recipients 

In case of split by ALV layout field for Email/SMS, business 
entity is F (Field value) supports now multiple recipients by 
setting a semicolon separator (e.g. 
recipient1@company.com;recipient2@company.com). 

5  /DCM/PUBLISHER_LOG - 
Number of Data Records 

The Publisher execution log (/DCM/PUBLISHER_LOG) was 
enhanced with new column of number of processed data 
records. 

6  Log – Set Job Id For “Old” Jobs During execution of jobs, the job ID is now saved in the log 
(/DCM/PUBLISHER_LOG) also for “old” jobs (created before 
Job id was added to the log). 

7  Monitor: Goto Application Log In the monitor, new menu button Application Log was added 
to navigate directly to the application log of Publisher. 

 

Table 4: Insight Publisher - Bug Fixes - 

# Bug 

1  Generation of XLSX with selection values led to corrupted file (at the Excel side): Error message 
"we found a problem with some content in file.XLSX. Do you want us to try to recover as much 
as we can? If you trust the source of this workbook, click Yes" was displayed and the Selection 
Values tab was empty. 

2  In case of Publisher based on an aggregated Insight Creator variant (in aggregation mode), the 
generated graphs and/or navigation links could contain incorrect data : 
The data of the non-aggregated records (First record for each key) was set instead of the 
aggregated ones. 

3  In case of snapshot with split, the cumulation value of the snapshot was set with "Split value + '_' 
+ Record number" (e.g. 1000_1) instead of "Split value." 
As side effect of this bug, selecting Append mode didn’t work (because the expected cumulation 
value didn’t match the generated cumulation value). 

4  In case of currency/quantity fields with reference currency key/unit of measure, the reference 
field hasn’t been taken into account in several places: 
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# Bug 

1. In mode 'Read in local memory' and/or Send via Outlook (direct publish), during the output of 
the value could be incorrect. e.g. internal value of 60.00 JPY was displayed as 60.00 JPY instead 
of 6000 JPY) . 
2. In standard mode (not 'Read in local memory' only), in case of currencies whose number of 
decimal places isn't 3 (e.g. 12,345.679 BHD instead of 123,456.79), the conversion of the value 
into internal value might be invalid. This could lead to subsequent issues, like corrupted XLSX file. 
3. In case of dynamic symbols in text: Email subject, email text, SMS content, the output value 
could be incorrect. 

5  In case of an ALV with elementary date/time fields (ABAP built-in type D/T, not defined in 
dictionary), the corresponding generated data fields may have incorrect output length, what 
may lead to several inconsistencies, like corrupted XLSX files or invalid output format in other file 
formats. 

6  During generation of XLSX with selection values, in the Selection Values tab the first row was 
frozen although it isn't a header row . 
The header row should be frozen only for Data tab, not for the Selection Values tab. 

7  In case of Publisher based on Insight Creator variant with display mode Groups, setting the 
Navigation Links checkbox led to runtime error due to uncaught exception 
/DPS/CX_RET_COLUMN in /DPS/CL_RET_COLUMNS=>COLUMN_GET. 

8  Function Create Insight Job Publisher (available in Insight Creator monitor and other products) 
could raise status message 00 349 - "Field D_NTF. does not exist in the screen 
/DCM/ADA_PUBLISHER 1000" in case any distribution method is inactive in this system 
configuration (/DCM/PUBLISHER_CFG). 

9  Execution of Snapshot Viewer (/DCM/ADA_SNAP_VIEW) in background led to runtime error due 
to uncaught exception CNTL_ERROR. 

10  In case of an error during attachment of file in e-mail due to internal system error (invalid 
configuration), a runtime error occurred due to uncaught exception CX_DOCUMENT_BCS (raised 
in CL_DOCUMENT_BCS-ADD_ATTACHMENT, instead of an error message. 
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Table 5: Insight Creator - New capabilities 

# Feature Description 

1  Pivot Table A new view of Pivot table was introduced. 
It allows display (and maintenance) of pivot tables for the 
report. 
Authorization object /DPS/RET with /DPS/RETOB (Object) = ‘H’ 
(Pivot Table) is required. 

2  Data Source: Function New data source was introduced: Function. 
It allows to quickly create an Insight Creator variant based on 
the toolbar function. 
The columns are based on the toolbar function fields (open 
for input) and the toolbar function is set automatically. 
New authorization object /DPS/RETUC with activity 64 – 
Generate is required. 

3  Integration with File Viewer 
(Upload/Download File) 

In case of an Insight Creator variant based on File viewer 
(/DCM/FILE_VIEW), a better integration is now available. 
The following functions were added: 
Import file (import a local file directly from the Insight Creator 
report), Download sample file. 
In addition, the file File viewer log is also available directly in 
the Insight Creator. 

4  Insight Creator Version 
Management - Compare 
Versions 

In the version management of Insight Creator, it is now 
possible to compare versions: both two saved versions and 
one version against the current/active one. 

5  Formula Evaluation 
Optimization 

The performance of formula evaluation was improved due to 
implementation of an internal/implicit buffering. 

6  Toolbar Function: Order of 
Fields 

In the customizing Define Toolbar Functions, it is now possible 
to set the order of fields (by setting sequence number). 

7  Columns: Mass 
Activate/Deactivate 

In the column overview screen, the context-menu was 
enhanced with functions to mass activate/deactivate multiple 
selected columns. 

8  Import for Update - Update 
Attributes as Optional 

During import of Insight Creator variant, the import of the 
variant attributes is optional (can be selected in the import 
dialog). 

9  Cell Context-Menu: Navigate, 
Analyze 

New context-menus were added to the context-menu (right 
click) when a single cell is selected: 
Navigate - navigate to the object of the selected cell in the 
same/new session. 
Analyze – Column analysis (mapping analysis) of the selected 
cell. 

10  Group Selection - Set Title of 
ALV 

During selection of group in the grouping tree, the title of the 
data ALV is updated with selected group. 

11  Navigation: URL/Local File - 
Support Long value 

For navigation of business object Local File (/DCM/LFILE), URL 
(/DCM/URL) the maximal length was extended from 70 
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characters to 255. In addition, any textual field can be used 
and not only ones with the exact same length. 

12  Monitor – New columns: Last 
Execution Date, Count 

In the monitor, when Statistics is active, column Last 
execution date was added. 
The data is taken form the Insight Creator log 
(/DPS/RAINBOW_LOG) and available only in case the Insight 
Creator log is active (in /DPS/RAINBOW_CFG). 
In addition, Count column was added. 

13  Formula Functions: 
NUM_TO_STRING, 
GET_SELECTION_VARIABLE 

New formula functions were added:  
NUM_TO_STRING, NUM_TO_STRING_OPTIMIZED – 
Conversion of number to string. 
GET_SELECTION_VARIABLE - Get the value of a (single) 
parameter of selection variable (Values are maintained in 
transaction STVARV). 

14  Navigation Type - Parameter 
Transaction: Suggest 
Parameters 

When setting a navigation with Navigation Type Parameter 
Transaction, the list of parameter IDs are now auto-suggested 
(Still can be updated manually). 

15  Columns Overview: Aggregation 
Column Sort Fields 

The column overview screen was enhanced with new column: 
Sort fields (relevant for aggregation function Rank/Cumulative 
sum). 

16  MI20/MB24/MB25 - Handle 
Report Name 

Transactions MI20/MI24 and MB24/MB25 has two versions: 
Classic and optimized (available in newer ERP releases). 
The code now refers to the optimized report instead of the 
old one in case it is active. 

 

Table 6: Insight Creator - Bug Fixes - 

# Bug 

1  In Web GUI (SAP GUI for HTML), while entering values in input columns, after 2-3 seconds, the 
cursor reset (The whole input was selected), what disrupted user input. 
The issue occurred due to bug in SAP kernel. Note 3258689 – “webgui: idle Timer/Info control 
triggers ALVGrid control's DATA_CHANGED event” should be implemented. 

2  Private paint rules of other users were displayed (and applied) for all the users . 

3  In the formula builder screen, in case of error during save, a warning message (popup) was 
displayed, but afterwards, even if "New Entries" was pressed, the expression couldn’t be edited 
anymore, any function closed the screen and all changes were discarded. 

4  In case a default ALV layout exist for the Insight Creator variant, when new columns were added, 
they were added in non-optimized width. 

5  During copy of variant, in case of formulas with variable reference, the formulas weren’t copied 
correctly. The formula was set in an invalid status with error message "The syntax in the formula 
is incorrect ." 

6  During import for update which includes DB Lookup columns, in an extreme case, the update 
request could fail due to runtime error DBSQL_DUPLICATE_KEY_ERROR in FM 
/DPS/RET_COLDB_DB and no changes were made. 

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3258689
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# Bug 

7  Domains with conversion routine TSTAM (e.g. ICL_CHANGEUTC1, data element ICL_TIMESTAMP) 
aren't identified as timestamps . 
As a result, subsequent conversions might be incorrect. 
e.g. During generation of XLSX, the contents of the cell are set with decimal value instead of a 
timestamp. 

8  In case of an Insight Creator based on snapshot of another Insight Creator variant, the count 
column was duplicated. 
This is relevant only for snapshots whose the original report (The Insight Creator variant is based 
on) don't have their own count column (i.e. The count column of the Insight Creator was 
/DPS/RET_COUNT). 

9  In the Paint rule screen, in case the user was missing authorizations for public rule (e.g. Has 
authorization to create a private rule, but not a public rule), runtime error may occur due to 
uncaught exception /DPS/CX_RET_PAINT_RULE_AUTH in method /DPS/CL_RET_PAINT_RULES-
>AUTH_CHECK. 

10  Trying to import an empty XML file led to runtime error OBJECTS_OBJREF_NOT_ASSIGNED_NO in 
FM SDIXML_XML_TO_DOM (Called by /DPS/CL_RET_SERVICES=>CONVERT_XML_TO_DATA) 
instead of error message. 

11  In the mapping of Navigation: Report transaction, in case selection screen parameter/select-
options VARIANT exists, it couldn’t be inserted and set. 

12  During export of an Insight creator variant, in case rb extension is assigned to a program in the 
user desktop, the generated filename was set without the XML extension (suffix). e.g. test.rb was 
generated instead of test.rb.XML. 

13  In case of original report with multiple ALV tables, when the ALV layout was entered manually 
(not via the search help) w/o setting the logical group, the ALV layout wasn’t set. 

14  In case of a custom ITS URL (Defined in /DPS/RAINBOW_IMG → ITS), the custom URL didn’t 
support both navigation link and permalink at the same time. Now it supports both. 

15  In the context menu of Navigation, when a row is selected, for report/parameter transaction 
navigation the text was empty. 

16  When displaying a column, in case of an non-existing authorization group, runtime error could 
occur due to uncaught exception /DPS/CX_RET_COLUMN_ERROR in 
/DPS/CL_RET_COLUMN=>AUTHGROUP_AUTH_CHECK. 

17  Deletion of an invalid text column (for non-existing column) led to runtime error due to uncaught 
exception /DPS/CX_RET_COLUMN in subroutine /DPS/RET_RAINBOW COLUMN_FCAT_MODIFY. 

18  During import for update, in case of Insert/Delete of column heading text (but not in case of 
change of text), the changes weren’t ‘t displayed in the selection dialog (and couldn’t be chosen) 
in case there weren’t any further changes (Either to any other object nor to the column itself - 
other than text). 

19  For navigation type Parameter Transaction, the redundant columns Field type, Option were 
displayed although they are irrelevant. 
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Table 7: Change Log Viewer – Bug Fixes  - 

# Bug 

1  In case of change document objects whose primary table key isn't unique (e.g. object BANF with 
table EBAN), restricting the selection by selection-screen SELECT-OPTIONS (e.g. Purchase 
Requisition) could lead to runtime error ITAB_DUPLICATE_KEY in subroutine 
/DCM/CLRL_OBJECT_CHANGES DB_TABLE_OBJKEY_SELECT. 
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Table 8: IDoc Monitor – Bug Fixes  - 

# Bug 

1  In case of IDoc customizing whose reference table is with deep structure because it includes a 
structure/internal table, a runtime error could occur due to syntax error in 
/DCM/IDMN_IDOC_REPORT_DYNT (Because TABLES supports only flat structures). 

2  In the IDoc monitor, while navigating to BD87 via the toolbar function BD87, in case the user has 
a custom date format (different from DD.MM.YYYY) error message 00 065 - "Enter date in the 
format __-__-____" was raised and the dates must have been updated manually. 
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